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Abstract

In the present research paper, the authors provide an extensive overview about a so far uninvestigated approach regarding the 

research and development (R&D) of Autonomous Vehicle Technologies, an exhaustive investigation concerning the simulation 

and validation of roundabout situation with radio-controlled (RC) autonomous vehicles, as well as the examination of RC vehicles' 

applicability in the testing processes of Connected Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) technologies. Through this research project, the authors 

are offering a thorough analysis concerning the most current Autonomous Driving Systems from the point of view of their operation 

in roundabout related environments, as well as have developed two small-scaled RC autonomous vehicle models, which are capable 

of being used in the testing and validation processes concerning research studies related to the field of autonomous vehicles. This 

paper represents the first of a two-part in-depth examination of the aforementioned subject matter, organized in six sections, each 

contributing significantly to the realization of the final structure of a unique and comprehensive project.
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1 Introduction
Section 1 aims to provide a brief outline of all the issues 
that will be developed in this study, as regards the autono-
mous vehicles' roundabout related decisions.

Within Section 2, based on research and analysis of the 
specialty literature and the cited bibliographical sources, 
the most essential information is presented regarding the 
topic of the paper.

Section 3 is divided into Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, both 
dedicated to the purpose of outlining the methodology of 
the research.

Based on the theoretical knowledge gathered within 
Section 2, in Section 4, the main parameters of the decision 
situation were determined, and a commonly utilized mod-
eling environment was used in the simulation processes.

Conclusions issued based on the aforementioned find 
themselves in a clear form in Section 5 of the study, along 
with the obtained results.

In Section 6 the new research directions opened by the 
results already obtained are presented.

The end of the paper is dedicated to the Acknowledgment, 
as well as for the References, mentioning the used bib-
liographic sources.

2 State of the art literature review
Today's vehicles already have several Driver Assistant 
Systems and in the near future, Highly Automated Vehicles 
will also appear in road transport. Higher automation lev-
els rely on disruptive technologies that cannot be tested 
and approved in the former way. To be able to guarantee 
future road safety also disruptive testing and validation 
methods are required. The complexity of the systems and 
the stochasticity of the potential traffic situations demand 
new approaches with different testing levels and approval 
layers (Szalay et al., 2017).

Driving a road vehicle is a very complex controlling 
task, so substituting the human driver with a computer is 
a real challenge also from the technical side. Since auton-
omous driving functions must handle nearly countless 
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traffic participants and various situations, most compa-
nies developing such technologies began testing on pub-
lic roads, which became possible due to the amendment 
of laws in several progressive countries or states world-
wide, for example leading states such as California, the 
Netherlands and from 2017 Hungary (NFM, 2017).

However, recent regrettable incidences highlight the risks 
of public road testing, and strengthen the role of closed prov-
ing grounds, as well as specially designed and constructed 
controlled urban-like test areas, which can authentically 
represent real-world environments (Németh et al., 2019).

Due to the new components and increased in-vehi-
cle system complexity, vehicle testing and validation has 
become different from what it was earlier. Testing the 
vehicle, the driver-controller and the traffic situations 
together require new testing methods and strategies. The 
aim is the same as earlier, to guarantee road safety with 
reliable operation of the systems.

In the case of the present project, the authors will 
mostly concentrate on roundabout-related traffic situa-
tions (though the applicability of these presented meth-
ods is certainly not limited only to roundabout-testing), 
presenting not only the most commonly used simulation 
and validation techniques regarding these scenarios, but 
the more disruptive, relatively new technologies as well, 
particularly focusing on the examination of radio-con-
trolled (RC) cars' usability in the research and develop-
ment (R&D) of Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAV).

3 Research method
The testing of connected and automated vehicles typically 
focuses on traffic situations. There are studies where these 
traffic situations are classified, in order to simplify the 
tests, but the typical property of traffic situations is the 
stochasticity.

It is impossible to predefine every traffic situation, and 
it is impossible to prove the reliability of Connected and 
Automated Vehicles without public road tests. The pur-
pose is to test the systems step by step from the simulation 
environment to the public road.

Step by step testing results in a cost- and time-effi-
cient demonstration of the reliable operation of CAVs. 
Therefore, there are different testing environments or lev-
els, based on which autonomous vehicles are being tested, 
as summarized below by Fig. 1.

High-level automated driving functions are based on 
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), which 
require multiple validation process types. Testing during 

the product development phase includes a very wide range 
of processes covering component and system-specific test-
ing. These types of validation processes or testing com-
monly use the well-known V-model and "in-the-loop" test-
ing methods, as detailed below (Németh, 2017).

In-the-loop simulation is a quick and cost-effective 
testing method using virtualization of specific subsystems 
belonging to a complete system (set of components) or vice 
versa, and therefore does not require the physical presence 
of the real component until the full physical implementa-
tion phase, except for the actual physical component being 
tested. The different levels of this method can be placed 
in the V-model, where some of these are used in analytical 
steps or tasks, and others in testing and validation pro-
cesses as seen in Fig. 2.

Using the Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) method, the created 
models or algorithms are integrated into a virtual simula-
tion environment with the help of a model-based software. 
In the case of this present project, this MiL method is rep-
resented by the simulation phase, detailed in Section 4. All 
necessary components must be provided as virtual mod-
ules because in this phase the hardware is usually still 
unknown. This way, several fault factors can be identified 
in this early stage and the development risk can be reduced.

In the case of the Software-in-the-loop (SiL) method, 
specific software must be created using the system's or sub-
system's logical architecture, which will, in turn, produce 
very similar real-time behavior as compared to the target 

Fig. 1 Autonomous vehicle testing and validation pyramid 
(Szalay, 2016)

Fig. 2 In-the-loop simulation methods in the V-model (Németh, 2017)
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system. SiL offers the possibility to check or analyze the 
specification of individual components and to easily adjust 
them if necessary.

The Processor and Hardware-in-the-loop (PiL, HiL) 
method can be used after the virtual integration of the whole 
system is done and checked by using MiL and SiL. Firstly, 
the individual components are verified with PiL, and subse-
quently, the interaction of these components is tested with 
HiL, which has more steps depending on how many subsys-
tems are tested and is actually built upon PiL testing.

The Vehicle-in-the-Loop (ViL) method is not a classi-
cal in-the-loop method, because it was developed specif-
ically for the testing of ADAS functions, to demonstrate 
a vehicle’s or its subsystem's technical functionality. ViL 
provides the foundation of the Scenario-in-the-loop (SciL) 
method, with the help of which more or less the entire 
vehicle system can be tested, except for its sensory system 
or perception layer (Bock, 2008).

The SciL concept is the extended version of the Traffic-
in-the-Loop (TiL) simulation method, which was primar-
ily created for testing the autonomous driving functions 
in collision critical situations. With TiL the complete 
vehicle and its self-driving subsystems can be tested, 
including its perception layer. The foundation of TiL and 
SciL is ViL (Németh, 2017).

3.1 RC cars' applicability as an R&D method
In the case of the present project, the authors are mostly 
focusing on roundabout-related traffic scenarios, hoping 
that more relevant data and conclusions could be obtained 
this way, rather than analyzing situations, where more 
connected consecutive maneuvers are taking place, how-
ever, this does not mean that the applicability of the pre-
sented research method is limited only to roundabout-test-
ing, in fact, on the contrary, it could have a much more 
global usability.

A roundabout is defined as a special case of a circular 
one-way intersection or a road junction, at which the traf-
fic participants are moving in one direction around a cen-
tral island, with the intention of changing direction and 
reaching one of the roads converging on it, thus improving 
the traffic flow, minimizing the congestion, while increas-
ing road safety.

Decision making about whether to enter into a round-
about or to stop before it are multi-criteria situations, that 
are quite complex not only for autonomous vehicles, but 
for human drivers as well (Tollner et al., 2018).

Therefore, if a traffic scenario as sophisticated 
as a roundabout situation could be automated by an 

Autonomous Driving System, the whole automated urban 
mobility sector could benefit from it. This requires a sig-
nificant amount of simulation, testing and validation data, 
which cannot come only from proving ground or pub-
lic road testing, new testing methods and strategies are 
needed (Ferencz, 2019).

As a consequence, because real-life testing procedures 
such as public road testing or closed proving ground tests 
present a higher risk, are far too complex and expensive 
to be realized continuously in any given situation with the 
two costly equipped autonomous vehicles, a much more 
sustainable, alternative solution has to be found, such as 
the small-scale testing procedure, realized with the sig-
nificantly cheaper RC models of the two vehicle.

With the help of these models, development time could 
be reduced drastically, and only the most critical case 
scenarios need to be tested in real environments, hence 
obtaining more testing data with less time and costs.

3.2 Connection to ZalaZONE
The main advantage of test tracks is predictable safety, 
since they are not publicly accessible. Because there are 
many systems that require different test equipment, a 
universal test track can serve all expectations, as can a 
unique test track like the new Hungarian proving ground 
at Zalaegerszeg.

At the beginning of 2016, the Hungarian government 
decided to build an automotive proving ground primar-
ily for automated and connected vehicles. The aim of the 
investment is to make the Hungarian automotive industry 
more competitive, which is a major industrial sector of the 
country. The chosen place is near Zalaegerszeg, the size of 
the area is 250 [ha].

The proving ground is suitable for a wide range of vehi-
cle and traffic tests, for conventional, connected and auto-
mated vehicles as well, having integrated urban areas with 
interconnecting rural roads, highway areas, and other 
high-speed proving ground modules, thus allowing for 
testing the complete range of autonomous functions. Test 
processes can be performed for certifications, to control 
regulations, for R&D purposes and for educational aims.

Consequently, the Hungarian test track at Zalaegerszeg, 
or ZalaZONE, is a special proving ground, which com-
bines traditional test track features focusing on driv-
ing safety and stability with an R&D infrastructure of a 
multi-level system of validation for future connected and 
automated vehicles. The specific elements of the proving 
ground are defined by the pyramid of testing and valida-
tion (see Fig. 1).
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The proving ground provides not only dynamic tests for 
conventional vehicles, but it also allows validation tests 
for self-driving cars and electric vehicles. This test track 
is an optimal test environment for future vehicles and their 
communication technologies, it contributes to the testing 
of these from the concept phase to the final product status.

The test track has the following parts:
• urban tracks with complex city road elements, such 

as intersections with traffic signs, roundabouts, 
parking spaces and buildings, fitted with special 
"Smart city" equipment as well (e.g. moving obsta-
cles or intelligent traffic lights);

• rural roads aimed to test the vehicles at lower veloc-
ities, the shape of the roads being designed to test the 
maneuverability of autonomous systems;

• general highway road, the purpose of which is 
to test high-speed autonomous functions, such as 
lane-keeping or changing;

• alternative grounds designed to test the vehicles on 
different kinds of roads, with different qualities or 
slope inclinations, or to perform measurements;

• dedicated grounds developed to test Vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) communication technologies.

As it is shown above in the testing and validation pyra-
mid (see Fig. 2), between the quite well controlled proving 
ground tests and the fully open public road testing there 
has to be an intermediate testing and validation layer. 

This layer would be a controlled area of a city, one of 
the most important parts of the whole proving ground, 
where the traffic regulations are modified, in order to 
guarantee safety. This controlled area would be a dedi-
cated "Test city", or, in the case of the Hungarian proving 
ground, a so-called Smart City environment.

In summary, this controlled area can serve two aims:
• testing the automated vehicles, using the controlled 

stochasticity of the partially public road, the modi-
fied regulation of the traffic could be time-dependent 
and dynamically changeable in order to always reach 
the safety objectives;

• apart from the tested self-driving functions of 
the vehicles, the controlled area could be a Smart 
city too, a place where connected car features and 
smart traffic control systems could be tested among 
the conventional traffic stakeholders (Automotive 
Proving Ground Zala Ltd., 2019).

Consequently, the ZalaZONE's Smart City Zone is 
a city-like area, designed to provide realistic traffic cir-
cumstances in a closed environment, where that particular 

roundabout is situated, on the basis of which not only the 
virtual simulation environment, but the small-scaled test 
roundabout will be designed, developed and constructed 
as well. Since the geometry, design and structure of this 
considered roundabout is so similar to any other pub-
lic road roundabout, the obtained simulation/validation 
results and conclusions, issued at the end of this study, will 
be as precise as possible.

In Fig. 3 the new Hungarian Automotive Proving 
Ground's design is shown, while Fig. 4 presents the Smart 
City Zone's position (and the considered roundabout in it), 
related to the ZalaZONE test track.

4 Simulation with PreScan
Simulation is the mathematical modeling of a well-defined 
part of the real world, in this case, the virtual representa-
tion of the test environment.

To reach evaluable results by simulation it is import-
ant to define the required complexity of the models. 
Knowledge of capability, the neglected effects and the 
limits of the simulation model make the design process 
efficient. There are two types of commercial automotive 

Fig. 3 The test track design of the Hungarian Automotive Proving 
Ground at Zalaegerszeg and its different elements dedicated to 
autonomous vehicle testing and validation (Szalay et al., 2017)

Fig. 4 Smart City Zone's position related to the ZalaZONE test track 
(Automotive Proving Ground Zala Ltd., 2019)
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simulation software used for modeling road vehicles and 
traffic situations.

The first type, which focuses on vehicle dynamics, is the 
integrated vehicle dynamics simulation software. In con-
ventional vehicles, the most important requirements are 
safety and easy handling.

Designing a car according to these expectations requires 
the simulation of the vehicle's dynamical behavior, in order 
to analyze the system's operation: engine performance, 
brake performance, suspension performance, as well as 
their harmonization. These simulation environments imple-
ment the longitudinal, lateral and vertical vehicle dynamics 
equations. The role of the stochasticity is small here.

The second type focuses on traffic situations. These sim-
ulation environments have been developed for transport 
engineers to design the traffic flow of cities. In this kind of 
software the vehicle models are very simple. The aim is to 
make the transport in complex traffic networks faster.

The simulation environment, which represents the 
future for automated vehicles, practically integrates these 
two key features, where the vehicle is handled as part of 
the environment, not as an independent system.

A typical example of a virtual environment like that 
would be PreScan, a software tool aimed to simulate auto-
mated vehicles in every SAE level, as well as to generate 
and control difficult traffic scenarios with the integration 
of real vehicle dynamics, road and driver models.

We will use PreScan as a virtual simulating and develop-
ment environment to evaluate ADAS functions, as well as 
Intelligent Vehicle (IV) systems that are based on various tech-
nologies, such as Radio Detection And Ranging (RADAR), 
Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), video cameras, 
ultrasonic sensors, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), 
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 
communication systems, along with others.

The simulation process with PreScan consists of four 
phases: building the respective scenario, adding the 
appropriate control systems, modeling the sensor system, 
respectively running the experiment.

Building the scenario is carried out using PreScan's 
dedicated pre-processor module. The control systems 
(decision-making algorithms, signal processing algo-
rithms, etc.) are all introduced, being compatible with 
PreScan's software, in a MATLAB/Simulink session. 
Sensors are either defined in PreScan, as in the case of the 
present project, or using MATLAB/Simulink, respectively 
running the experiment also takes place in the MATLAB/ 
Simulink environment (Tass International, 2018).

4.1 Parameters
In Table 1 the main dimensions of each of the two vehicle 
model are presented, both their real-life and small-scaled 
dimensions, used not only in the simulation process, but at 
the testing and validation phase as well.

During the process of the simulation, we came to the 
conclusion that small-scaled dimensions of 1:10 ratio can-
not be implemented in the PreScan1 software, the simu-
lation being a mathematical modelling of a well-defined 
part of the real world, it only can be run, obtaining valid 
results, with real world dimensions and scenarios. For this 
reason, the simulation will be a virtual reproduction of the 
real-life testing scenario.

4.2 Scenario conditions
The considered roundabout is a standard, single-lane 
roundabout, with a 32.5 [m] diameter. It has four legs and 
each adjacent leg angle is assumed as 90 [°]. The reviewed 
initial scenario is set to be an investigation of an urban 
condition with the two considered autonomous vehi-
cles (Cao and Zöldy, 2019).

Fig. 5 outlines the ZalaZONE Smart City Zone's round-
about features, respectively Fig. 6 shows the simulated 
roundabout's layout and structure, based on which the 
small-scaled test track will be developed and constructed, 
while in Table 2 its exact dimensions are specified.

Table 1 Dimensions of the considered vehicle models

Real-life / Small-scaled 
dimensions Smart Fortwo Honda CR-Z

Length, [m] 2.5/0.25 4.08/0.408

Width, [m] 1.515/0.1515 1.740/0.1740

Height, [m] 1.529/0.1529 1.395/0.1395

Fig. 5 The considered roundabout, situated in the ZalaZONE proving 
ground's Smart City Zone (Automotive Proving Ground Zala Ltd., 2019)
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In any given roundabout related traffic situation, the 
speed of the vehicles is reduced once approaching to 
the yield line of a given roundabout, regardless of vehi-
cle type, respectively low speed is being kept once inside 
the circulatory roadway, followed by an acceleration after 
exiting the roundabout (Vaiana et al., 2012).

In the considered situation, the test car (Honda CR-Z), 
which represents the traffic, arrives from the left leg of the 
roundabout, and has the priority, while the ego car (Smart 
Fortwo), the vehicle which we want to teach to drive cor-
rectly, comes from the lower leg of the roundabout (see 
Fig. 6). This vehicle takes the decision whether to enter 
into the roundabout or to stop before it, whether rejecting 
or accepting the gap (Shaaban and Hamad, 2018).

Based on the following descriptive analysis two sce-
narios are defined, situations that are used as input data 
throughout the simulation process.

In the first scenario, the test car arrives from the left leg 
of the roundabout, with the intention of taking the third 
exit, i.e. the upper leg, enters the roundabout first, having 
the priority. Meanwhile, the ego car, coming from the lower 
leg of the roundabout, with the intention of going right 
at the intersection, ergo taking the first exit, is stopping 
before it, since the test car already entered the roundabout.

In the second scenario, similar to the previous situa-
tion, the test car arrives from the left leg of the roundabout, 
with the intention of taking the third exit, i.e. the upper leg, 

enters the roundabout first, having the priority. This time, 
however, the ego car, coming from the lower leg of the 
roundabout, with the intention of going right at the inter-
section, is not stopping before the roundabout, but enters as 
well, getting ahead of the test car, the waiting time will be 
minimized, thus improving the fluency of the traffic.

4.3 Building the respective scenario
The vision for PreScan is to bridge the gap between simu-
lation and validation by offering virtual verification capa-
bilities. The software consists of three main modules; 
these are the Pre-processor, also known as the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI), the Engineering Workspace and the 
VisViewer.

The GUI, also called Experiment Editor, is used to define 
and modify experiments. PreScan experiments typically 
contain a definition of the world (roads, trees, buildings), 
definitions of so-called actors (cars, pedestrians, etc.) – 
each of them having their own controller and/or dynamics, 
and/or sensor models, and other information like which car 
is driving according to which trajectory profile.

In the case of both discussed scenarios, the infrastruc-
ture is the same, consequently, we have two actors with the 
same configurations. Actors are those objects that play an 
active role in the experiment, in this case, the two vehicles.

The maneuver of these was defined with the specialized 
tools available in the GUI, by defining a so-called path from 
segments, and assigning an actor to it, thus obtaining a tra-
jectory, which contains speed, profile, and path. By synchro-
nizing actor positions, through introducing delay times at the 
start or at the end of a trajectory, the trajectories are shifted in 
time in such a way that the actors will be at the right location 
at the right time, thus obtaining the mentioned traffic-flow in 
the case of the second scenario (Almroth, 2013).

After that, the models, with all the information cre-
ated in the GUI, are gathered and compiled for simulation 
into the dedicated MATLAB/Simulink session, known as 
the Engineering Workspace (commonly referred to as the 
Compilation Sheet). The compilation sheet is the prime 
interface for the engineer to work on their algorithms, all 
information essential to run an experiment is effectively 
collected in this Simulink session sheet. Elements the user 
will find in this module include Simulink models selected in 
the GUI, such as dynamics models, trajectory information 
defined using the GUI, respectively ports to PreScan's stan-
dard sensor models and to the PreScan Simulation Engine.

There are multiple reasons why MATLAB/Simulink 
was selected for this purpose, but most importantly because 
MATLAB/Simulink is the automotive world's most 

Table 2 The considered roundabout's dimensions

Real-life / Small-scaled
dimensions Parameters, [m]

Inscribed circle diameter 32.5/3.25

Entrance width 3.61/0.361

Exit width 3.61/0.361

Approach/Departure width 3.61/0.361

Fig. 6 The simulated roundabout's layout and structure built in PreScan, 
based on which the small-scaled test track will be realized
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preferred choice for simulation purposes. Many control and 
decision algorithms are predefined and already available in 
MATLAB/Simulink, and can be easily imported and reused 
with any conversion as such, the scenario can be redefined 
repeatedly, both providing and supporting, in connection 
with the proving ground modules, a highly flexible and 
reproducible testing environment (Németh et al., 2019).

The simulation is visualized in the VisViewer module, 
a high-end 3D visualization viewer. The scenario can be 
zoomed to its outer boundaries, while obtaining multiple 
viewpoints from the simulated experiment.

The sensors are simulated, and the positions of the 
actors are calculated with the help of the Simulation 
Engine. This module is linked 1:1 to PreScan's MATLAB/
Simulink session. The Process Manager supervises the 
main modules, including the Simulation Engine. It syn-
chronizes and schedules the various information flows 
between the modules (Tass International, 2018).

4.4 Modelling the sensor system
Even though the two real-life vehicles, the Smart Fortwo 
and the Honda CR-Z, and their driving systems are 
equipped with a much more complex and sophisticated 
hardware system, the functioning principle of those are 
the same as in the case of the small-scaled RC models, the 
detection of other actors and road markings being realized 
by the front-facing automotive cameras. The control sys-
tem in the case of the real-life models is a central on-board 
computer, while in the case of the small-scale models a 
single-board computer or microcontroller.

The environmental perception is formed through the 
mono-vision system, which can observe or measure vehi-
cle dynamics and trajectories, the road and other road 
users, the traffic, the objects around the vehicle or other 
environmental conditions.

This mono-vision sensor or camera is defined relative 
to a fixed point of the actor. For the vehicles, this point is 
located at the middle of the rear axle, at ground level. The 
sensor readings are expressed in a spherical coordinate 
system with angle definition. With the help of the vision 
systems the readings are combined to obtain a better per-
ception of the actual situation, and to maximize the deci-
sion-making capabilities through extensive data processing.

5 Results and conclusion
Taking into account all the above, some clear outcomes and 
conclusions can be identified and specified, most impor-
tantly the fact that increased usage of highly-automated 

and well-controlled proving ground test environments are 
becoming more and more essential.

The specialized CAV testing facilities such as 
ZalaZONE hold the basic tools to forge forward to meet 
the latest testing, validation and regulation challenges 
related to the field of self-driving vehicles, forging activ-
ities that are already underway in several running R&D 
projects at the Hungarian proving ground.

Besides that, however, new, alternative testing and val-
idation methods and strategies are still needed in the field 
of research and development of future mobility technolo-
gies, wherewith development time could be reduced dras-
tically, with only the most critical case scenarios need to 
be tested in real environments, hence obtaining more test-
ing data, with less time and costs. A possible, as well as 
perfectly adequate example for this kind of method is the 
one provided and extensively presented within this study: 
radio-controlled, small-scaled vehicle models, tested on 
model proving grounds.

As far as the simulation process is concerned, also 
essential discoveries have been found, such as the fact that 
small-scaled dimensions of 1:10 ratio cannot be imple-
mented in the virtual simulation environment, as ini-
tially proposed, and for that reason, the simulation will 
be a virtual reproduction of the real-life testing scenario. 
Moreover, an ideal test track geometry has been devel-
oped as well, along with the future testing scenarios.

In this sense, therefore, the first phase in the process of 
autonomous vehicle testing and validation, the base of that 
frequently cited pyramid, has been concluded, following 
the actual testing procedure, detailed in a future study.

Last but foremost, the authors also hope that new testing 
and validation methodologies can be based on this exten-
sive investigation, that this study could be a valuable support 
direction in the field of the above mentioned subject matter.

6 Future work
In the following second part of this two-part exhaustive 
investigation related to the various research processes of 
Connected Autonomous Vehicles in predefined round-
about situations, a greater emphasis will be placed on the 
validation processes regarding all the results and conclu-
sions obtained over this present article, through the actual 
realization of the hardware and software of the small-
scaled, radio-controlled models, followed by the extensive 
practical testing of these and the two real-life vehicles.

Additionally, a new potential R&D field and direction 
could be the possible realization of SiL situations, along 
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with the enhancement of the complexity of the roundabout 
scenario with additional lanes, entries and exits, pedes-
trian crossings, separator islands, variable weather condi-
tions or road markings.
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